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A B S T R A C T

The task of selecting the best optimization algorithm for a particular problem is known as algorithm selection
(AS). This involves training a model using landscape characteristics to predict algorithm performance, but
a key challenge remains: making AS models generalize effectively to new, untrained benchmark suites. This
study assesses AS models’ generalizability in single-objective numerical optimization across diverse benchmark
suites. Using Exploratory Landscape Analysis (ELA) and transformer-based (TransOpt) features, the research
investigates their individual and combined effectiveness in AS across four benchmarks: BBOB, AFFINE,
RANDOM, and ZIGZAG. AS models perform differently based on benchmark suite similarities in algorithm
performance distributions and single-best solvers. When suites align, these models underperform against a
baseline predicting mean algorithm performance; yet, they outperform the baseline when suites differ in
performance distributions and solvers. The AS models trained using the ELA landscape features are better
than the models trained using the TransOpt features on the BBOB and AFFINE benchmark suites, while the
opposite is true for the RANDOM benchmark suite. Ultimately, the study reveals challenges in accurately
capturing algorithm performance through problem landscape features (ELA or TransOpt), impacting AS model
applicability.
1. Introduction

The selection of the most appropriate optimization algorithm to
solve a given optimization problem instance, known as Algorithm
Selection (AS), is driven by the potential to capitalize on the varied
performance of different algorithms across sets of different problem
instances. AS involves selecting the most appropriate algorithm for a
given problem instance from a set of available algorithms. However, de-
termining the optimal algorithm for an unseen instance has been shown
to be a challenging task, which has garnered significant attention from
researchers in recent years [1,2].

Typically, the best algorithm for a given problem instance is found
by considering the properties of the problem instance, which are de-
scribed using some numerical vector representation, often referred to
as problem landscape features [3,4]. Machine Learning (ML) models
can use these features to learn the relationship between the problem
instances and the algorithm performance and to recommend the best
algorithm for a given problem instance.

The majority of works on the topic of AS in the field of single-
objective numerical optimization represent problem instances using
Exploratory Landscape Analysis (ELA) [5] features, which are a set of
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mathematical and statistical features calculated on candidate solutions
sampled from the decision space of the problem instance. ELA features
are useful for characterizing optimization problems, but they also have
some limitations, such as being sensitive to the sample size and the sam-
pling method used to sample solutions from the decision space [6,7],
and not being invariant to transformations such as scaling and shifting
of the problem [7,8].

In most of the available studies [9,10], the AS is typically trained
and tested on the same benchmark suite. Due to the lack of a better
resource, the Black-box Optimization Benchmarking (BBOB) suite [11]
has extensively been used as both a training and testing benchmark,
with the generalizability of the performance of the AS rarely being
evaluated outside of this suite [9,12–15]. The BBOB benchmark suite
contains 24 problem classes, from which problem instances can be gen-
erated by applying a transformation (scaling/shifting) on the original
function representing the problem class.

An eye-opening study from 2022 [12] has shown that an AS model
trained on randomly generated functions [16] has a poor generalization
to the BBOB benchmark. This phenomenon may be owed to two factors,
which are not mutually exclusive. The first explanation is that the
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problem landscape feature values of the training and testing bench-
marks are too dissimilar, meaning that the test problem instances are
not well represented by the training data. In this regard, recent work
has focused on generating new problem instances, either via function
generators (random or controlled) [16,17], or through combining the
existing BBOB problem instances [18,19]. The second explanation for
the low generalization of AS models is that the ELA features fail to
capture some characteristics of the problem landscape that are relevant
for predicting algorithm performance. This has been observed in [9,15],
where some problem instances with similar ELA features did not have
similar algorithm performance. To address this issue, several research
works in the past few years have proposed the development of alterna-
tive representations of continuous problem instances [20–22], however,
as of yet, their utility for the AS task and the degree to which they
improve the generalizability of an AS model has not been evaluated.

Our contribution: In this work, we first aim to evaluate the gener-
alizability of an AS model across different benchmark suites using the
ELA features, as the most commonly used landscape features for single-
objective numerical optimization. Secondly, we aim to investigate the
degree to which the recently proposed landscape features based on
transformers (TransOpt) can complement the ELA features in this task.
Additionally, we aim to identify the reasons behind the lack of gen-
eralizability of AS models when applied to different benchmarks by
observing the distribution of feature values across the benchmarks, and
the degree to which similarity in problem representations is consistent
with similarity in algorithm performance.

For this purpose, we have trained and evaluated three combinations
of feature-based AS models that are different in the features used to de-
scribe the landscape characteristics of the problem instance (i.e., ELA,
TransOpt, ELA+TransOpt). In all cases, a Random Forest (RF) model
has been trained in a multi-target regression scenario predicting the
performance of four single-objective optimization algorithms: Differen-
tial Evolution (DE) [23], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [24], Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [25], and Evolutionary Strategy (ES) [26]. To test
the generalizability of the AS models, four benchmark suites have been
utilized: BBOB [11], AFFINE [18], RANDOM [16], and ZIGZAG [17].
Our analysis is focused on the performance of the AS trained on one of
these benchmarks, and evaluated on the other ones.

Outline: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present works that tackle a similar research topic, in Section 3 we
present the methodology and experimental setup. Section 4 presents
the results of the analysis. Finally, we conclude the paper and provide
directions for future work in Section 5.

Reproducibility: The code and the data for the experiments are
available at https://github.com/gjorgjinac/opt_generalization.

2. Related work

From the perspective of ML, the AS problem can be modeled us-
ing several approaches. A common approach is to formulate it as a
multi-class classification problem, where the goal is to select the best
algorithm for each problem instance from a given set of algorithms [10,
12]. Alternatively, the problem can be addressed using pairwise classi-
fication, where a classification model is built for each pair of algorithms
to determine which one is better [10,27]. Other possible scenarios are
regression, where the ML model estimates the performance of each
algorithm [9,10], or algorithm ranking, where the model orders the
algorithms based on a specific metric [15]. A benefit of using regression
models, also known as automated algorithm performance prediction,
over classification models for AS, is the ability to capture the magnitude
of performance differences between algorithms, as they predict nu-
merical performance values. In addition, classification-based methods
are only interested in predicting the best algorithm, disregarding the
performance of the other algorithms. A comparison between the above-
mentioned AS approaches has been already conducted on the BBOB
benchmark suite [10]. The results have shown that there are no big
2

performance differences in favor of a particular approach, however, this
can be also a case due to the design of the BBOB benchmark suite.

Based on the evaluation approaches used in AS studies, the follow-
ing categorization of evaluation approaches can be made based on how
the problem instances are distributed among the training and testing
sets:

• Instance-split evaluation, which involves training on some in-
stances from all of the problem classes, and testing on other
instances from each problem class. This evaluation approach
assumes that the test set contains similar instances to the training
set since instances of the same problem class are used both for
training and testing. This type of evaluation is possible only on the
BBOB benchmark suite, where the concepts of a problem instance
and problem class are defined. As such, this is the easiest evalu-
ation strategy since the problem instances used in the training
and testing phases are relatively similar in terms of features and
performance. This evaluation is commonly done in a leave-one-
instance-out fashion [10], where a single instance from a problem
class is included in the test set, however, multiple instances can
also been included.

• Problem-split evaluation, which involves removing entire prob-
lem classes (all of their problem instances) from the training set
and using them for testing the ML model. In this case, the ML
model may encounter problem instances in the testing set, which
are substantially different than the ones used for training, making
it a more challenging evaluation scenario. The most common type
of the problem-split evaluation in the community is the leave-one-
problem-out evaluation, where instances from a single problem
are used for testing. Such an evaluation has been explored for
performance prediction models on the BBOB and the benchmark
from the Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC) special
session [28] in [9,29]. In addition, in [9] it was pointed out
that when evaluation is done in a problem-split scenario, large
errors can be obtained when the AS model is applied to a new
problem instance which is not similar to any of the problem
instances in the training data. This happens when evaluation is
done on the BBOB or CEC benchmarks, since they are limited
in the number and diversity of problem instances, introducing
the need of including new benchmark suites in the experimental
setup.

• Evaluating the generalization across benchmarks - Rather
than evaluating the performance within one benchmark, this ap-
proach involves the training of an AS method on one benchmark,
and evaluating it on a completely different benchmark [12,14,
15].

In [15], it was observed that an AS trained on the BBOB bench-
mark has poor generalization to a set of interpolated numerical prob-
lems [30]. In this case, the AS is modeled as a ranking problem,
where the algorithm portfolio consists of 110 configurations of the
Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm. An analysis of the correlation
between distances in the feature space and distances in the performance
space showed that there is no correlation between the two, which goes
against the assumption that ELA features can be used for AS. We build
upon this work by including multiple benchmarks, different features for
training the AS model, and including a more extensive analysis.

In a recent study [12], all of the previously mentioned types of
evaluation have been applied for an AS model which is trained for
multi-class classification, where the ELA features are used to represent
problem instances. When the model is evaluated using the instance-
split evaluation strategy on the BBOB benchmark, a precision of 0.69
and a recall of 0.60 are observed. However, using the problem-split
evaluation, the precision score drops to 0.24, while the recall score
is 0.32. The authors also investigate the AS generalization across two
benchmarks by training the AS on a set of artificial functions and

testing on the BBOB benchmark. In this case, a precision of 0.13 and a
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recall of 0.14 are achieved, indicating no generalization of the model
performance across benchmarks. While the ultimate goal of this paper
is aligned with ours, the experimental setup is different in that in [12],
instead of a multi-class classification model we are training a multi-
target regression model to predict a score of algorithm performance
that is relative to the best and worst performing algorithms in the
algorithm portfolio. The advantage of our approach is that it takes into
account the fact that several algorithms may obtain similar results and
can quantify the degree to which one algorithm outperforms another.
In addition, our study considers a wider set of problem benchmarks
involving four benchmark suites (including one that was recently pro-
posed [18]). Finally, our study also aims to evaluate the performance
of the recently proposed transformer-based features for the AS task, in
contrast to [12], which is focused only on the ELA features.

3. Methodology

In this section, we first introduce the problem portfolios, i.e., the
set of benchmarks for training and evaluating the AS. We present the
algorithms included in the algorithm portfolio, as well as the perfor-
mance metric used to compare them. Subsequently, we explain the
features used to represent the problem instances. Finally, we present
the training of the ML model used for AS, as well as the metrics used
to evaluate it.

3.1. Problem portfolios

Next, the benchmark suites utilized in this study are explained in
more detail. These benchmarks were chosen because they had accessi-
ble implementations and they allow the creation of problem instances
of different dimensions. We need to note that for all benchmarks, the
dimension of the problem has been set at 3 and 10 (𝑑 = 3 and 𝑑 = 10),
where 𝑑 is the problem dimension.

BBOB Benchmark - The Black-box Optimization Benchmarking
(BBOB) [11,31] suite consists of 24 single-objective optimization prob-
lem classes. Multiple problem instances can be generated from the
original problem class by applying a transformation (for instance,
scaling or shifting). We use the first 100 problem instances from each
of the 24 problem classes from the BBOB benchmark, ending up with
2400 problem instances.

Affine Benchmark - The first five problem instances from the 24
BBOB problem classes have been used to generate affine recombi-
nations as proposed in [18]. The combinations have been done by
combining problem instances from different problem classes that have
the same instance ID. For example, the first instance of the first problem
class is combined with the first instances of the other 23 problem
classes. We need to highlight here that instances with different IDs
from different problem classes are not combined together. We do this
in order to limit the number of generated instances. The recombination
is performed with 𝛼 values of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 for all pairs of
problem instances. In this way, we obtain 8280 problem instances.
The affine transformations have been generated using the equation
suggested in [32], also presented below:

𝐹 (𝑃𝑖,𝑚, 𝑃𝑗,𝑛, 𝛼)(𝑥) =

exp(𝛼 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃𝑖,𝑚(𝑥) − 𝑃𝑖,𝑚(𝑂𝑖,𝑚))+

(1 − 𝛼) 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃𝑗,𝑛(𝑥 − 𝑂𝑖,𝑚 + 𝑂𝑗,𝑛) − 𝑃𝑗,𝑛(𝑂𝑗,𝑛))).

(1)

In this context, 𝑃𝑎,𝑏 denotes the 𝑏th instance of the problem within
the 𝑎th BBOB problem class. Meanwhile, 𝑂𝑎,𝑏 signifies the optimum
location for the function 𝑃𝑎,𝑏. The parameter 𝛼 illustrates the blend-
ing extent of the two functions. Every objective function formulated
through this equation possesses an optimal solution with an objective
value of zero (𝑃𝑎,𝑏(𝑂𝑎,𝑏) = 0.0).

Random Functions - We generate 10,000 random problem in-
stances using the random function generator proposed in [16]. The
3

generator constructs a tree representation by randomly combining
mathematical operands and operators from a predefined pool, where
each operand and operator has a specific probability of being selected.
We use the Python implementation of the random function generator,
which was originally implemented in Matlab and was re-implemented
in Python in [33]. Please note that there are substantial similarities
among some of the objective functions in this dataset. This arises from
the way function generation is carried out and is an inherent limitation
of the proposed generator.

ZIGZAG Benchmark - We generate 5000 random problem instances
by randomly initializing the parameters of the four zigzag functions
proposed in [17]. The 𝑘 parameter, controlling the period of the
objective function, is randomly sampled as an integer in the range
[0,30]. The 𝑚 parameter, controlling its amplitude, is sampled in the
range [0,1]. It has been shown that depending on the 𝑚, 𝑘, and 𝜆
parameters, the generator can create diverse enough objective functions
where some algorithms struggle to solve them while others do not.

The rationale for incorporating these benchmark suites is rooted in
the diverse needs of the optimization domain, which are designed for
different purposes. On the one hand, benchmarks containing carefully
designed problems for which we understand their high-level properties
and difficulty are better suited for understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of different algorithms by observing their behavior on
problems with different properties. The BBOB is designed with this goal
in mind, while the AFFINE, RANDOM, and ZIGZAG are not. However,
the training of an AS model (that involves ML) that will generalize to
real-world problems requires a large and diverse set of problems to
be used for its training. This introduces a need for a different type
of benchmark, which will provide a large coverage of the problem
space, with thousands of different problems. Manually designing such
a benchmark takes a lot of effort. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no benchmark containing real-world problems that are large enough to
satisfy the requirements of training an AS model, which is why people
are resorting to random problem generators.

3.2. Algorithm portfolio

The algorithm portfolio for performing AS consists of four optimiza-
tion algorithms Differential Evolution (DE) [23], Genetic Algorithm
(GA) [24], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [25], and Evolutionary
Strategy (ES) [26]. The pymoo [34] python library is used to run them
on the problem instances from all of the benchmarks. The algorithms
are executed in a fixed-budget scenario with a population size of 10𝑑.
The performance of the algorithm is recorded at budgets of 10, 30, and
50 iterations. For a 10𝑑 problem, a budget of 50 iterations is equivalent
to a total of 5000 function evaluations (50 iterations with a population
size of 100). All algorithms use Latin Hypercube Sampling [35] to
construct the initial population. The rest of the configuration properties
of the algorithms are set to the default values provided in the pymoo
library, version 0.6.0. We perform ten executions of each algorithm
on all of the problem instances. The selected algorithm portfolio has
been done only for illustration purposes, however, in the future other
algorithms can also be involved. To show this, we have included addi-
tional experiments with a different portfolio of algorithms taken from
the Nevergrad python library (library established by META). In par-
ticular, we take into account the TwoPointsDE, RealSpacePSO, CMA,
MetaCMA, and DiagonalCMA algorithms. We include these experiments
in the supplementary materials due to the lack of space in the main
manuscript.

3.3. Algorithm performance metric

We use a fixed-budget scenario for evaluating the algorithms, mean-
ing that after some budget of algorithm iterations, we record the
best-found objective function value. Next, we calculate a relative per-
formance score. The reason for using a relative and not an absolute

score is that two of the involved benchmark suites (RANDOM and
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Table 1
Example of the calculation of the algorithm performance metric for one problem
instance.

Run DE ES GA PSO

Objective value of best solution found (per run)

1 −15.10 −14.18 −14.95 −15.03
2 −15.09 −14.13 −14.37 −14.16
3 −15.12 −13.94 −14.89 −15.07

Normalized algorithm score (per run)

1 0.00 1.00 0.16 0.08
2 0.00 1.00 0.75 0.97
3 0.00 1.00 0.19 0.04

Final algorithm score (median across all runs)

0.00 1.00 0.19 0.08

ZIGZAG) do not have a defined optimum for the problem instances.
To explain the relative performance score that is further involved as
a target in the ML task, let us assume that 𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑝 is the best solution
(the lowest objective function value) found by algorithm 𝑎 in run 𝑟 for
problem instance 𝑝. The value 𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑝 is scaled by the range of the solutions
found by the other algorithms for the same problem instance and the
same initial population (same run). Denoting by 𝑏𝑟𝑝 and 𝑤𝑟𝑝 the best
and worst solution found for problem instance 𝑝 in run 𝑟 by any of
the set of algorithms, respectively, we obtain the scaled best objective
function value achieved by algorithm 𝑎 in run 𝑟 on problem instance 𝑝:

𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑝 =
𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑝 − 𝑏𝑟𝑝
𝑤𝑟𝑝 − 𝑏𝑟𝑝

. (2)

his score captures how much the best solution found by algorithm
in run 𝑟 was better than the other algorithms executed with the

ame initial population. We calculate the final value 𝑠𝑎𝑝, capturing the
erformance of algorithm 𝑎 on problem instance 𝑝 across all runs of the
lgorithm, by simply taking the median of all 𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑝.

To clarify and illustrate how the performance score is calculated,
able 1 demonstrates an example of how the algorithm performance
cores are calculated for a single problem instance and a single budget.
e should note that within the example, each algorithm is executed

hree times, so we have three runs, however, in reality, we are exe-
uting the algorithms ten times on each problem instance. The table is
ivided in three parts, each one showing a different step of the process
f calculating the algorithm performance metric. The first part of the
able shows the objective function values of the best solutions found by
ach algorithm after a fixed budget of function iterations. In the second
tep, these values are then normalized within each run, by performing a
in–max normalization column wise. This means that for each run, the

est algorithm obtains a score of 0, while the worst algorithm obtains
score of 1. In the example, the best algorithm is DE, and the worst

s ES. The final algorithm score is calculated by taking the median of
he normalized algorithms scores for all of the runs. Please note that in
ome cases where the algorithm performance is not very stable between
ifferent runs, it is possible to get final algorithm scores where none of
he algorithms have a score of 0 or 1.

We opt to use such a performance metric for several reasons: (1) As
pposed to using multi-class classification and predicting a single best
lgorithm, this approach captures the performance of all algorithms,
ircumventing the issue that a model is penalized for predicting one
ut of two algorithms with very similar performance. (2) In con-
rast with the ranking approach, where each algorithm is assigned an
nteger score based on its performance, our approach captures a fine-
rained difference in performance, allowing algorithms with similar
est-obtained values to have similar scores.

.4. Problem representations

In this subsection, we describe the calculation of the ELA features
nd the transformer features. We also consider the merged representa-
ions using both ELA and transformer features.
4

.4.1. ELA features
We compute ELA features from the following categories using the

lacco R library [36]: basic, disp, ela_distr, ela_level, ela_meta, ic, nbc, and
pca. In this way, we calculate a total of 93 features for each problem
instance. It is important to note that some of these features contain
missing values, which we remove before training the AS model. We cal-
culate the ELA features on a sample of the problem instances obtained
with Latin Hypercube Sampling in the range of [−5,5]𝑑 , exploring
sample sizes of 50𝑑 and 100𝑑, where 𝑑 is the problem dimension.

3.4.2. Transformer features
TransOpt features [21] are low-level problem landscape features

learned in a supervised manner by training a transformer architec-
ture [37] for BBOB problem classification. Given samples of a BBOB
problem instance, the transformer architecture is trained to predict
to which of the 24 BBOB problem classes the instance belongs to.
999 instances are used for each of the 24 problem classes. For each
problem instance, we generate samples of candidate solutions using
Latin Hypercube sampling in the range of [−5,5]𝑑 . Within the samples
f each problem instance, the objective function values are scaled to be
etween [0,1]. We label each sample with the corresponding problem
lass and use it as the target input to the transformer encoder. A
lassification head is added as the last transformer component, and
he entire architecture is trained to predict one of the 24 problem
lasses from the BBOB benchmarks. The representations generated in
he second-to-last layer, before the classification head, are used as
epresentations for the problem instance. These representations are
20-dimensional vectors. We calculate the transformer features using
he same samples as the ELA features to ensure a fair comparison.

.5. Model

We use a Random Forest (RF) model to perform multi-target re-
ression, where the model predicts the performance score of each
lgorithm. We chose the RF model because it has good performance
n tabular data [38] and it provides feature importance values that
elp with interpretability. The RF model is executed using the default
onfiguration parameters in the scikit-learn [39] Python library version
.2.2. We do not perform parameter tuning in order to evaluate the
mpact of the proposed features only, on a fixed model configuration. A
eparate RF model is trained for each algorithm execution budget, each
ne predicting the scores obtained by the algorithms after this budget.
o ensure the robustness of the results, the training of the RF model

s repeated 10 times. In each execution, an entire benchmark is used
o train the model, and the evaluation is carried out on the remaining
hree benchmarks.

.6. Algorithm selector evaluation metrics

Next, the evaluation metrics used to validate the AS will be ex-
lained in more detail. We have used two metrics: pairwise ranking
core and loss.

• Pairwise ranking score - The pairwise ranking score takes into
account on how many problem instances in the test set, the pairs
of algorithms are correctly ordered according to their score.

𝑃𝑅𝑆 = 2
|| | − 1| ||

∑

𝑎𝑖∈

∑

𝑎𝑗∈,𝑗>𝑖

∑

𝑝∈
𝑐(𝑎𝑗 , 𝑎𝑖, 𝑝) (3)

where 𝑃 is the set of all problems, 𝐴 is the set of all algorithms,
and

𝑐(𝑎𝑗 , 𝑎𝑖, 𝑝) =

{

1 if 𝑠𝑝(𝑎𝑖, 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑝) = 𝑠𝑔(𝑎𝑖, 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑝)
0 if 𝑠𝑝(𝑎𝑖, 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑝) ≠ 𝑠𝑔(𝑎𝑖, 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑝)

(4)

where the function 𝑠𝑝(𝑎𝑖, 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑝) yields −1, 0, or 1 based on whether
the predicted rank of algorithm 𝑎 is lower, equal, or higher than
𝑖
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Table 2
An example of calculation of the pairwise ranking score and the loss for two problem instances.

Instance True scores Predicted scores Pairwise ranking score Loss

DE GA ES DE GA ES

0 0.00 1.00 0.30 0.00 0.20 0.30 0.66 1.00
1 0.05 0.20 1.00 0.40 0.00 0.07 0.33 0.85
the rank of algorithm 𝑎𝑗 , respectively, on problem 𝑝. Similarly,
the function 𝑠𝑔(𝑎𝑖, 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑝) also provides the values −1, 0, or 1, but
in this case, it considers the order of algorithms in relation to the
ground truth.
The equation calculates the pairwise ranking score by comparing
the predicted rank and the actual rank of every pair of algorithms
on every problem. If the predicted and actual rank are the same,
it adds one to the score. Then it divides the score by the total
number of possible comparisons. This gives us a fraction between
0 and 1 that tells us how often the predicted order of algorithms
is correct. A higher score means a better prediction.

• Loss - To capture the true performance of the algorithm predicted
to be the best by the algorithm selector, we calculate the loss of
the AS:

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 1
||

∑

𝑝∈𝑃
1 − (𝑠𝑠𝑝 − 𝑠𝑏𝑝) (5)

where 𝑠𝑠𝑝 is the true score of the selected algorithm which was
predicted to have the best performance for problem instance 𝑝,
while 𝑠𝑏𝑝 is the score of the true best-performing algorithm on
problem instance 𝑝. This loss would get a value of one if the best
algorithm is correctly predicted to be the best for all problem
instances, i.e. if the AS model makes no errors. In other cases, the
loss will have a value between 0 and 1, depending on how much
the performance of the selected algorithm differs from the best-
performing one. The intuition behind this metric is that we want
to capture the loss in performance when we select an algorithm
other than the best-performing one. Additionally, the loss metric
is only interested in the algorithm that is predicted to be the best,
since we believe this is relevant for a practical application.
Both metrics capture different, complementary aspects of the AS
model performance, and we use both in order to have a more
extensive evaluation.
Table 2 demonstrates how the pairwise ranking score and the
loss are calculated for two problem instances and three algo-
rithms. For the first instance, the true best algorithm is DE with
a score of 0, and the model predicts it to be the best. The
loss score is 1, because the metric is simply ‘‘flipped’’ so we
are maximizing both scores. However, the order of the GA and
ES algorithms is incorrect for this instance. Since there are in
total three unique pairwise combinations of algorithms ((DE,GA),
(DE,ES) and (GA,ES)), and two of them are ordered properly, the
pairwise ranking score for the first instance is 2/3, i.e. 0.66. For
the second instance, the GA algorithm is predicted to be the best,
however, the true score of the GA algorithm is 0.2, and the true
best-performing algorithm is DE with a score of 0.05. If one were
to use the GA algorithm instead of the DE algorithm in practice,
the choice of GA over DE, would get a result that is 0.15 (0.2–
0.05) worse than if they were to use the true best algorithm.
The loss score in this case is 0.85 (1–0.15). The pairwise ranking
score is 0.33, because only the algorithms GA and ES are correctly
ordered.

4. Results

In this section, we first analyze the performance of the algorithms
across all of the benchmarks. We then evaluate the generalization of
the AS models, trained and evaluated on different benchmarks. Subse-
quently, we aim to identify the reasons behind the lack of generaliza-
tion between some benchmarks. Specifically, this involves comparing
5

the distributions of the feature values of the benchmarks, analyz-
ing the benchmarks’ coverage of the problem landscape, and analyz-
ing the alignment of the problem landscape features and algorithm
performance. Our analysis is divided in the following topics:

(i) Section 4.1 gives a short overview of the performance of the four
algorithms on the different benchmarks.

(ii) Section 4.2 presents the results of the AS performed with the
different types of features, focusing on identifying whether the feature-
based models (ELA and transformer) outperform a simple dummy
model, and comparing the results obtained with the ELA and trans-
former features.

(iii) Section 4.3 examines the distributions of feature values, to
identify if different ranges of feature values are responsible for the lack
of generalization which is sometimes observed when training the AS
model is done on one benchmark, but evaluated on another one.

(iv) To gain further insights into how similar one benchmark is to
another, Section 4.4 analyzes the benchmark’s coverage of the problem
landscape. More specifically, we perform a clustering of the problem
instances from all benchmarks and observe whether problem instances
from different benchmarks lie in the same clusters.

(v) Finally, Section 4.5 investigates the ability of both feature
types to capture algorithm performance. In particular, this is done by
analyzing whether problem instances with high similarity according to
landscape features have similar algorithm performance.

4.1. Analysis of the raw algorithm performance data

Fig. 1 depicts the mean scores of the algorithms obtained with a
different execution budget. Fig. 1(a) refers to the 3𝑑 problem instances,
while Fig. 1(b) refers to the 10𝑑 problem instances. Each subplot
contains the results for a different benchmark, each row refers to a
different algorithm, while each column refers to a different budget.
From the figures, we can see that the performance of the algorithms
on the BBOB and AFFINE benchmarks is very similar. The reason for
this outcome is that AFFINE problem instances are a recombination of
the BBOB problem instances.

For 3𝑑 problems in the case of BBOB, AFFINE and ZIGZAG bench-
mark suites, the ES algorithm provides the best results across all
budgets. On the other hand, on the RANDOM benchmark, the ES
algorithm provides the worst results, however, a much higher com-
plimentarity in algorithm performance is observed on this benchmark,
with algorithms having similar performance scores across all budgets.

For 10𝑑 problems, the GA and PSO algorithms provide the best
results on all benchmarks, while the ES algorithm is the worst-
performing.

In summary, we find that the BBOB and AFFINE benchmarks rank
algorithms in a similar way for both problem dimensions, having the
same single-best solver as the ZIGZAG benchmark for 3𝑑 problems. For
3𝑑 problems, the algorithm performance on the RANDOM benchmark
differs from the other benchmarks. This becomes relevant in the next
section, as it affects the performance of the baseline model against
which the feature-based AS models are compared.

4.2. Generalization of an algorithm selection model across benchmarks

Fig. 2 depicts the results of the model generalizability assessment
for the 3𝑑 problems. A corresponding figure for the 10𝑑 problems can
be found in the appendix. The figure is separated into six subplots,

with rows of subplots referring to a different budget used for algorithm
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Fig. 1. Mean score of each optimization algorithm on 3𝑑 and 10𝑑 benchmarks, for budgets of 10, 30 and 50 iterations.
execution, and columns referring to the two evaluation metrics. It is
important to note that we aim to maximize both metrics, so a higher
score (darker value) indicates better performance. Within each subplot,
the row labels indicate the training and testing benchmark, with the
first one being the training benchmark. The columns refer to different
feature types (ELA, transformer or the merged ELA and transformer
features) calculated with different sample sizes (50𝑑 or 100𝑑) used for
training the RF model. The first column contains the results of a dummy
model, which simply predicts the mean score of each algorithm in the
training data and only serves as a baseline against which the other
models are compared.
6

4.2.1. Comparing AS model performance with a baseline model
In this subsection, we focus on comparing the performance of the

AS model with a simple baseline.

3𝑑 analysis: Looking at the pairwise ranking score (in the left column
of Fig. 2), we can see that the feature-based models outperform the
dummy, except for the cases BBOB-ZIGZAG, AFFINE-ZIGZAG, ZIGZAG-
BBOB, and ZIGZAG-AFFINE. The transformer features commonly out-
perform ELA in the cases AFFINE-BBOB, AFFINE-RANDOM, ZIGZAG-
BBOB, while the opposite is true for BBOB-RANDOM, RANDOM-
AFFINE, RANDOM-BBOB and RANDOM-ZIGZAG. For the remaining
cases, both feature types provide similar results.
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Fig. 2. Pairwise ranking score and loss achieved by the models for 3𝑑 problems.
Looking at the loss metric (in the right column of the figure), there
are several cases where the feature-based models achieve very good
results (above 0.90), but do not outperform the dummy. This indicates
that the models perform well, however, the task itself is not very
7

difficult. The reason for this is that when two benchmarks have the
same best-performing algorithm (i.e., single best solver), the dummy
model is very strong and it is difficult for any of the feature-based mod-
els to achieve a better loss. This is the case for the BBOB, AFFINE, and
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ZIGZAG benchmarks, on which the ES algorithm largely outperforms
the others, resulting in very good performance of the dummy model
when the training and testing is executed on a combination of these
benchmarks. In these cases, none of the models can outperform the
dummy in terms of the loss metric, or outperform it by a very small
margin.

The RANDOM benchmark has a different distribution of the algo-
rithm performance scores compared to the other benchmarks. Con-
sequently, the loss of the dummy model trained or tested on the
RANDOM benchmark is somewhat lower, and the feature-based mod-
els manage to obtain a better loss. The transformer model obtains
slightly better loss than the ELA features in the AFFINE-BBOB, AFFINE-
RANDOM, and AFFINE-ZIGZAG, while the ELA features perform better
in the cases RANDOM-ZIGZAG, RANDOM-AFFINE, RANDOM-BBOB,
and BBOB-RANDOM.

10𝑑 analysis: In our experiments for 10𝑑 problems, available in the
appendix, we can again observe the pattern of the dummy outperform-
ing all of the feature-based models for all budgets, which is due to the
benchmarks sharing the same single best solver. The transformer fea-
tures outperform ELA in the case AFFINE-RANDOM, while the ELA fea-
tures outperform the transformer in the cases ZIGZAG-BBOB, ZIGZAG-
AFFINE and RANDOM-ZIGZAG. However, in the majority of cases, both
feature types provide comparable results.

4.2.2. Comparison of the feature-based AS models
To summarize the obtained results, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the

number of times a specific model outperforms another model type, as
well as the mean difference in the loss obtained by the models for 3𝑑
and 10𝑑 problems, respectively. In this case, we are presenting the
generalization results, i.e., when the training and testing benchmark
is different, since this is the primary focus of our study. We are only
considering the loss metric, since we believe it is more relevant for a
practical application of an AS, where we are primarily interested in
selecting only the best algorithm, and may not be so interested in the
pairwise rankings of the algorithms which is captured by the pairwise
ranking score.

The rows in the figures denote which pair of models are compared,
while the columns indicate the benchmark that was used for testing
the AS. Each cell can have a maximum value of nine, since each
model is trained on three different benchmark suites and evaluated on
the benchmark suite presented in the column, across three different
budgets. The loss results presented are aggregated across different
training benchmark suites and different budgets. With this analysis, we
aim to analyze which feature types and sample sizes used to calculate
the features are better suited for which benchmark.

3𝑑 analysis: The first row in Fig. 3(a), labeled as ‘‘ELA 100d >
dummy (count)’’ indicates how many times (out of 9) the ELA features
calculated with a sample size of 100𝑑 outperform the dummy model.
In contrast, the second row shows the mean difference in the losses
obtained with these models.

From the first six rows of Fig. 3(a), we can see that the ELA,
transformer and merged features generally outperform the dummy on
the AFFINE, BBOB and RANDOM benchmarks, but not on the ZIGZAG
benchmark.

Rows 7–12 indicate that the differences between the losses obtained
with a same feature type calculated using different sample sizes are
fairly low, meaning that using a larger sample size may not be practi-
cally relevant. Evidence of a 100𝑑 sample size being preferable over a
0𝑑 sample size is only prominent for the transformer features applied
n the AFFINE benchmark and the merged features applied on the
BOB benchmark, however, the observed mean differences are less than
.02.

Considering rows 13–16, which analyze whether the transformer
eatures obtain better results than the ELA features, we can see that the
8

LA features consistently outperform the transformer for the AFFINE b
benchmark with a sample size of 50𝑑, while mixed outcomes are
obtained for the other benchmarks. The mean difference between the
performance obtained with the ELA and transformer features is always
less than 0.03.

Finally, the last four rows investigate whether using both the trans-
former features and the ELA features together provides better results
than using only the ELA features. In this case, we can again observe
mixed outcomes with mean differences in performance being less than
0.03, which does not allow us to make a firm conclusion.

10𝑑 analysis: Looking at Fig. 3(b), summarizing the results for the
10𝑑 problems, we can see that the ELA and transformer features do
not consistently beat the dummy, with the ELA features beating the
dummy more often than the transformer. The performance obtained
with different sample sizes used for feature calculation is consistent
with the 3𝑑 problems, in that the mean differences in performance are
quite low, and a strong argument cannot be made for the use of one
sample size over another.

The comparison of the ELA and transformer features is also consis-
tent with the 3𝑑 problems, in that ELA features provide better results
on the BBOB and AFFINE benchmarks, with mean differences in the
range 0.04–0.08. The transformer features provide better results on the
RANDOM benchmark, while no clear conclusion can be drawn for the
ZIGZAG benchmark.

The analysis of whether the merged features outperform using only
the ELA features for 10𝑑 problems shows conflicting outcomes for
ifferent benchmarks and sample sizes, with low mean differences,
hich do not allow for a well-founded conclusion.

To summarize, in this subsection, we show that there are combina-
ions of training and testing benchmarks for which the feature-based
odels do not outperform the dummy model. The dummy model

s particularly strong when the pairs of benchmarks have the same
ingle-best solver. The comparison of the ELA and transformer features
ndicates that the ELA features perform better on the BBOB and AFFINE
enchmarks, while the transformer features perform better on the
ANDOM benchmark. For the ZIGZAG benchmark, conclusive results
re not obtained across problem dimensions, regarding the superiority
f ELA or transformer features.

.3. Distributions of feature values

To identify the reasons for the lack of generalization from one
enchmark to another (inability of feature-based models to outperform
he dummy), we analyze the distributions of the values of the most
mportant features for the models trained on each benchmark. To
his end, we first find the top 10 most important features for the AS
rained for each budget and each benchmark, by taking the median
f the feature importance scores produced by the RF model in each
f the 10 training repetitions. Figs. 4 and 5 show the distribution of
eature values (scaled in the range [0,1] for visualization purposes
nly) for the 10 most important features of the AS trained on each
raining benchmark for 3𝑑 problems and a budget of 50 iterations.
ig. 4 refers to the 10 most important ELA features, while Fig. 5
efers to the 10 most important transformer features. The figures are
ivided into four subplots, each one containing the top features of
he AS trained on a different benchmark. The boxplots in different
olors reflect the distribution of feature values across the four bench-
arks. In Fig. 4, we can see that for all benchmark suites some
LA features appear with no variation (e.g., 𝑒𝑙𝑎_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎.𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑑_𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒.𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑,
𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐.𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑚𝑖𝑛). However, we need to clarify, that they do have
ifferent values. The impression that they have no variation in the
igure is due to the fact that there are a few problems that have
xtreme values for these features. Including these problems in the figure
akes the variation of the feature values of the other problems look
egligible. From Fig. 4, we can see that for some features, the RANDOM

enchmark has feature values that are outside of the range of feature
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Fig. 3. Summary results in terms of the loss metric.
values observed in other benchmarks. Such is the case for the fea-
tures 𝑖𝑐.𝑒𝑝𝑠.𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑒𝑙𝑎_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎.𝑙𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒.𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑒𝑙𝑎_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎.𝑙𝑖𝑛_𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒.𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓 .𝑚𝑎𝑥,
𝑒𝑙𝑎_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎.𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑑_𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒.𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐.𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐.𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑚𝑖𝑛,
𝑛𝑏𝑐.𝑛𝑛_𝑛𝑏.𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜, and 𝑖𝑐.𝑚0. One thing to point out is that some of
the features (most apparent for the features 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐.𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑚𝑎𝑥, and
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐.𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑚𝑖𝑛, measuring the maximum and minimum value of
the objective function values in the sample) are very sensitive to the
9

range of the objective function values. A possible solution to ensuring
these features have within-distribution values for all benchmarks is to
scale the objective function values before computing the ELA features.
While scaling the objective value would solve the issue with the fea-
tures 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐.𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑚𝑎𝑥, and 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐.𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑚𝑖𝑛, it is not completely
straightforward to say whether it would help with the other features.
These results are also aligned with results from a recent study [40],
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the values of the top most important ELA features for the AS trained for 3𝑑 problems and a budget of 50 iterations.
where it has been shown that some features are not invariant of shift
and scaling if the objective value is not scaled. However, the scaling
of the objective function is left for future work as a separate topic and
we have performed the experiments with no scaling which is the most
common approach presented in the AS studies.

Due to the fact that the transformer features are not explicitly
defined, but are generated from a neural network architecture, they do
not have dedicated names. Because of this, in Fig. 5, we simply name
the features according to their index in the feature vector. In this case,
we can also observe that there are several features for which some
problem instances from the RANDOM benchmark have values which
are out of the distribution of the feature values of other benchmarks.
Such is the case, for instance, for features 59, 73, and 63. We should
point out here that training a transformer model requires the scaling of
the objective function values before computing the features. This means
that in this case, the out-of-distribution values obtained for some of the
RANDOM problem instances are not simply a result of excessive ranges
of objective values, but an indication that there is truly something
inherently different about these problems. We can also observe the
same for the ZIGZAG benchmark, however, only for feature 49.
10
In summary, in this subsection, we observe that the RANDOM
benchmark has feature values which are outside of the distribution
of the other benchmarks, which can explain the poor performance
which is sometimes achieved when an AS model is trained on another
benchmark, and transferred to the RANDOM benchmark. This behavior
is less prominent in case of the transformer features compared to the
ELA features, which can also explain why the transformer features out-
perform ELA when the testing is executed on the RANDOM benchmark,
as we saw in the previous section.

4.4. Coverage of the problem landscape

In this subsection, we aim to assess the similarity between prob-
lem instances of different benchmarks and analyze the benchmark’s
coverage of the problem landscape, in order to see if this can explain
the generalizability of AS models trained on these benchmarks. To
identify the distribution of problem instances from different problem
benchmarks, we perform clustering of the problem instances from all
benchmarks and analyze the distribution of the benchmarks across
clusters. We have performed the clustering twice, using both features
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the values of the top most important transformer features for the AS trained for 3𝑑 problems and a budget of 50 iterations.
(ELA and transformer-based) separately. To this end, we first merge the
problem instances from all benchmarks into one set. We then scale the
feature representations of the entire set in the range [0,1], and estimate
the optimal number of clusters using the elbow method. Finally, we
cluster the problem instances using KMeans clustering with Euclidean
distance. Figs. 6 and 7 show the number of problem instances from
each benchmark that belong to each of the clusters. Fig. 6 refers to the
results of the clustering performed using ELA features calculated on a
100𝑑 sample, while Fig. 7 shows the results of the clustering done using
the transformer features calculated on a 100𝑑 sample.

The optimal number of clusters is determined to be seven when
he clustering is done using the ELA features, and five when using the
ransformer features. The difference in the optimal number of clusters
btained could be owed to the fact that the transformer features are
rained for the task of classifying BBOB problem instances, and they
re thus likely to embed the other benchmarks close to the BBOB
roblems (i.e., in the same vector space). When the clustering is done
sing ELA features, we can see that three clusters are almost exclusively
opulated by RANDOM problem instances, which is consistent with the
nalysis of the feature distributions, where we saw that the RANDOM
enchmark has features with values outside of the distributions of
11
the other benchmarks. On the other hand, the clustering using the
transformer features still produces one cluster which is dominated by
RANDOM problem instances, however, this cluster also contains two
BBOB problem instances.

To summarize, the results presented in this subsection provide
another confirmation that the RANDOM benchmark contains problem
instances which are substantially different from other benchmarks and
occupy their own part of the problem landscape.

4.5. Algorithm performance alignment to problem landscape features

In this subsection, we evaluate if the similarity of the problem
landscape features is reflected in the raw algorithm performance. To
this end, we analyze the similarity of algorithm performance in problem
instances which are deemed to be similar according to their problem
landscape features.

Fig. 8 features the algorithm performance metric as defined in
Section 3.3 of the first instance of the first BBOB problem class (sphere)
when 𝑑 = 3, as well as the scores of the algorithms on the 10 problem
instances from the ZIGZAG benchmark, which are most similar to this
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Fig. 6. Number of problem instances from each benchmark in the clusters generated
using ELA features with a sample size of 100𝑑.

Fig. 7. Number of problem instances from each benchmark in the clusters generated
using transformer features with a sample size of 100𝑑.

problem instance according to the cosine similarity of their problem
landscape features. The similarity is calculated separately based on
the ELA features, transformer features, and their combination, with a
sample size of 100𝑑. In this case, the algorithm scores are calculated at
a budget of 30 iterations for the algorithm execution. In each row, we
present a matrix where the rows are different algorithms, the columns
are different problem instances, and the values represent the score of
the algorithm on the problem instance. The first column represents
the query problem instance, i.e. the first instance of the first 3𝑑 BBOB
problem class (Sphere). The remaining 10 columns represent the 10
most similar problem instances from the ZIGZAG benchmark.

The first plot refers to the ELA features, the second suplot refers to
the transformer features, and the third subplot refers to the merged ELA
and transformer representations.

On the query function, the ES algorithm has the best performance,
with the DE algorithm being second-ranked, with a very similar perfor-
mance. From the figure, we can observe the best-performing algorithm
on most of the similar problem instances matches that of the query
problem instance. This holds regardless of the type of features used to
identify the similar problem instances.

On the other hand, Fig. 9 presents the opposite case, where similar
problem landscape features do not result in similar algorithm perfor-
mance. In this figure, the query problem instance in the first column is
the first instance of the fifth 3𝑑 BBOB problem class (Linear Slope),
where the DE, GA, and PSO provide similar results and are ranked
much better than the ES algorithm. Looking at the results for the
12
ELA features in the first plot, we can see that the best-performing
algorithm is always ES. This is an example of a very poor alignment
of the problem landscape features and algorithm performance. The
transformer features and the merged features, provide similar results
to the ELA features. These results indicate that there are problem
instances for which there is no guarantee that similar problem feature
distribution will lead to similar algorithm performance, which raises
questions about the predictive power of the evaluated features.

Due to page limitations, we cannot present separate figures for
each problem instance and each budget for the optimization algorithm
execution. Instead, we opt to summarize the information presented in
Fig. 8 in the following manner. We calculate the loss value of the
algorithm scores of the query function in the first column and the scores
of the top 10 most similar functions in the rest of the columns. We then
take the mean of these 10 loss values. In this manner, the performance
alignment reflected in each subplot of Figs. 8 and 9 is represented by a
single number, which indicates how much the algorithm scores of the
similar functions differ from the query function.

Fig. 10(a) shows the performance alignment of the first instance
of the 24 3𝑑 BBOB problem classes and their 10 most similar func-
tions from the ZIGZAG benchmark. The figures depicting the same
information for the RANDOM and AFFINE benchmarks can be found
in the appendix. Each subplot refers to a different budget used for
the algorithm execution. Within each subplot, the rows denote the
features and sample size used to represent the problem instances when
calculating the top 10 most similar functions, while the columns con-
tain the BBOB problem instance used as a query function. We use the
BBOB problem instances as the query problem instances since BBOB
is the most well-understood and commonly used benchmark. From the
figure, we can see that for most problem instances, the similarity in
the problem landscape features is reflected in the similarity of the
algorithm performance. There are, however, several problem instances
where this does not hold. For instance, such is the case with the
Buche-Rastrigin Function (4_1) and the Linear Slope function (5_1).

To see whether the lack of alignment between the similarity of
problem landscape features and algorithm performance leads to worse
performance of the AS, Fig. 10(b) shows the loss of the AS achieved on
the query functions, i.e. the first instance of each BBOB problem class,
when the training is done on the ZIGZAG benchmark.

Comparing Fig. 10(a) to Fig. 10(b), showing the alignment of al-
gorithm performance to problem instance features, we can see that
the AS performs worse on problem instances where there is a lack
of alignment between similarity of problem landscape features and
algorithm performance. For instance, we can see that the alignment
is low on the Linear Slope function (5_1), and this is exactly where
the loss of the algorithm selector is the lowest. These results show that
there are problem instances for which the existing landscape features
do not properly capture algorithm performance, which is in line with
what was found in a previous work [15]. This indicates that there is a
need for further development of problem features which will capture
complimentary information related to algorithm performance.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we assessed the generalizability of an algorithm
selector across different benchmarks. In particular, we considered four
benchmark suites (BBOB, AFFINE, ZIGZAG, and RANDOM) across two
problem dimensions. We also evaluated whether the recently pro-
posed transformer features can complement the well-established ELA
features for the task of algorithm selection. Our results indicate that
ELA features provide better results on the BBOB and AFFINE bench-
marks, while the transformer features work better on the RANDOM
benchmark. Our analysis points out several explanations for this phe-
nomenon.

Firstly, when benchmark suites share a similar distribution in the
raw algorithm performance across all included algorithms, and they
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Fig. 8. Performance alignment of the first instance of the first 3𝑑 BBOB problem class and its 10 most similar problem instances from the ZIGZAG benchmark, for a budget of
30 iterations.
have the same single-best solver, the feature-based AS models exhibit
inferior performance. These models, trained on one benchmark suite
and tested on others, are outperformed by a baseline model that
simply predicts mean performance based on the training data. Next,
if the benchmark suite used for training the feature-based AS models
differs in raw performance distribution of the algorithms and has a
different single-best solver compared to the evaluation suites, these
feature-based AS models surpass the baseline dummy model.

We find that the four algorithms (DE, GA, ES, and PSO) are ranked
in a mostly consistent manner on the BBOB and AFFINE benchmarks,
but rankings differ on the ZIGZAG and RANDOM benchmarks for
different problem dimensions. These benchmarks also have similar
feature distributions across the problem space. However, the algorithm
rankings on the RANDOM benchmark deviate from the rankings on
the other benchmarks, and the ELA feature values for some of the
problem instances in this benchmark fall outside the ranges observed
in the other benchmarks. This implies that the RANDOM benchmark
contains some problem instances that are dissimilar to any problem
instances from the other benchmarks in terms of ELA features. This is
also the case for the transformer features, however, to a smaller extent.
The values of the transformer features of the RANDOM benchmark are
more consistent with the other benchmarks. A possible reason for this
13
is that the transformer features require the normalization of the objec-
tive function values before feature extraction. Further investigation is
needed to determine whether normalizing the objective function values
before computing ELA features could improve their generalizability
across benchmarks.

Our evaluation highlights a common challenge faced by AS models
that there are problem instances for which there is no guarantee
that similar problem features will lead to similar algorithm perfor-
mance. This implies that the tested features might lack the necessary
discriminatory power to accurately gauge algorithm performance in
certain instances. This challenge remains consistent across both ELA
and TransOpt features, which brings about the need for novel features
to complement existing ones.

For future work, our first direction is to evaluate the ELA features
by scaling the objective value before calculating them and see the
effect on the AS task. We also plan to involve more landscape feature
techniques that have been published recently including topological
landscape features (TLA) [22] and features based on convolution neural
networks [41]. Next, to find features that capture also algorithm per-
formance, we are planning to evaluate trajectory-based features such
as DynamoRep [42], and trajectory-based ELA [14,43]. Last but not
least, we are planning to merge all problem instances from different
benchmark suites, selecting only representative ones that cover the
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Fig. 9. Performance alignment of the first instance of the fifth 3𝑑 BBOB problem class and its 10 most similar problem instances from the ZIGZAG benchmark, for a budget of
30 iterations.
problem space as uniformly as possible [44,45], train an AS model, and
further use transfer learning techniques to fine-tune it if new problem
landscape spaces appear in the future that were not observed in the
training phase.
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